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Introduction 

Motivated by recent work of Knorrer [17], Buchweitz, Greuel and 
Schreyer [9] who proved that a hypersurface singularity R over C is of finite 
Cohen-Macaulay representation type if and only if Risa simple hypersur
face singularity, we were led to study, quite in general, maximal Cohen
Macaulay modules (MCM-modules) over Gorenstein rings. Of course, 
there is no deeper reason why one should restrict one's attention to Goren
stein rings. It seems, however, that representation theory over non
Gorenstein rings is fundamentally more complicated. For instance, the 
question of the finite Cohen-Macaulay representation type is not completely 
settled, though some beautiful techniques have been developed just for 
that purpose by M. Auslander and I. Reiten [20]. They also give two 
examples of non-Gorenstein rings of dim > 3, which are of finite Cohen
Macaulay representation type. No other such examples are known. In 
[14] the first named author of the paper showed that C[ x, y] 0 is of finite 
Cohen-Macaulay representation type, where G<:;;;_G/(2; C) is finite. That 
these are the only 2-dimensional rings with this property was shown by 
Artin-Verdier [2], Auslander [3] and Esnault [13]. 

The great technical advantage of Gorenstein rings is that MCM
modules over Gorenstein rings are reflexive, and that the R-dual of an 
MCM-module is again an MCM-module. 

For the rest of the paper let us always assume that (R, m) is a local 
Gorenstein ring. The most general question one may raise in this con
nection is to determine all isomorphism classes of indecomposable MCM
modules over R. Of course, this problem is posed far too generally, and 
should be considered only as a "Leitmotiv". The following problem 
seems to be more accessible: Determine all pairs of numbers (m, n) for 
which there exists an MCM-module M which has rank m and is minimally 
generated by n elements. We call (m, n) the data of M. 

In [10] D. Eisenbud gives a very explicit description of the MCM-
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modules over a hypersurface domain. It follows from this description 
that if the hypersurface domain R=A/(f) admits an MCM-module with 
data (m, n), then fm=det a, where a is a square matrix of size n with 
entries in the maximal ideal of A. It is not clear in general which powers 
off allow such a presentation as a determinant. However, as a conse
quence of our theorem (3.1) we can show at least the following result: If 
f e k [ x, y, z] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree e, and k is an 
infinite field, then for t = I, 2, · . · , e there exists a square matrix a of size 
2t with coefficients in (x, y, z) such thatf 2 =det a. 

In the first section of this paper we list some generalities about 
MCM-modules over Gorenstein domains that will be used later. In 
particular, we show in (1.3) that if M has data (m, n) then the following 
inequalities hold: (e-m- p)/(e- I)~n<e-m. 

Here e is the multiplicity of R, and p the rank of a maximal free 
direct summand of M. We call an MCM-module with data (m, n) an 
Ulrich-module if n=e-m. Ulrich asks in his paper [21] whether such a 
module always exists for any Cohen-Macaulay ring. In (1.4) we show 
that if R is a hypersurface ring of multiplicity 2, then any MCM-module 
is a direct sum of an Ulrich-module and a free module. More results 
about Ulrich-modules can be found in [6]. 

The main technique used in this paper to study MCM-modules are 
Bourbaki-sequences associated with a module. Recall from [4] that if M 
is a torsionfree module over a normal domain, then there exists an exact 
sequence 0--+ F--+ M--+ I --+0, where F is free and / is an ideal of R. We 
call such a sequence a Bourbaki-sequence if Mis an MCM-module, and 
/ is a codim 2 CM-ideal or if l=R. If R is normal, then an MCM-module 
M can be inserted into Bourbaki-sequence if and only if it is orientable; 
this means that (AmM)**==.R, where m=rank M. On the other hand, if 
/ is any codim 2 CM-ideal then there is a Bourbaki-sequence ending with 
I: 0--+ F--+ M--+ 1--+ 0, such that rk F = Cohen-Macaulay type of R/ I. 
Moreover, the module Min this exact sequence is orientable and unique 
up to stable isomorphism, see (1.8) and (1.9). 

We say that the Bourbaki-sequence 0--+F--+M--+l--+0 is tight if the 
induced map F®k--+M®k is injective. In that case the data (m, n) of M 
are determined by data of /: n = µ(J)+r(J), m = r(I)+ I. Here µ(/) 
denotes the minimal number of generators of /, and r(J) the Cohen
Macaulay type of R/1. If R is a hypersurface ring, tightness of the 
Bourbaki-sequence is easy to check, as we show in (1. 10). In this way 
the question of the existence of an MCM-module with given data can be 
translated into a question on ideals with a given number of generators 
and given type. Since ideals are better understood, the latter question is 
usually easier to answer. 
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The main result of section two is Theorem (2.1), in which we clarify 
the precise connection between MCM-modules and codim 2 CM-ideals. 
There we show that if we are given two Bourbaki-sequences 0-.F'-.M' 
-.J'-.O and F"-.M"-.J"-.0, then the following conditions are equi
valent: 

(a) M' and M" are stably isomorphic, 
(b) I' and I" belong to the same even linkage class. 
M. Miller who proved a special case of this theorem in his disser

tation pointed out to us that P. Rao has proved a similar theorem in [19] 
for vector bundles in pn with H 1(Pn, i!(p)) =0 for all p e Z. Our result 
on MCM-modules is exactly in the same spirit as his theorem and its 
proof. As an immediate consequence of the above theorem one gets the 
following Rao-correspondence (2.3): If R is a normal Gorenstein domain, 
then there exists a bijection between stable isomorphism classes of orient
able MCM-modules and even linkage classes of codim 2 CM-ideals. 

If Mis an MCM-module over R, we set D(M)=syz 1 (M)*, where 
syz1 (M) denotes the first syzygy-module of M. Notice that D(D(M)) is 
stably isomorphic to M. It follows quite easily from the main theorem 
(2.1) of Section 2 that M 1 and D(M2) are stably isomorphic if and only if 
the corresponding ideals in the Bourbaki-sequences for M 1 and M2 are 
oddly linked, see (2.5). 

In the last section we apply this theory to study orientable MCM
modules of rank 2 over hypersurface rings. In (3.1) we show that any 
such module is evenly generated. For the proof we use that any codim 3 
Gorenstein ideal is oddly generated, as known by [8] and [22]. This 
example demonstrates how the knowledge about ideals yields results on 
MCM-modules. 

More delicate is the question of which even numbers actually occur 
as numbers of generators for a rank 2 MCM-module. One certainly has 
to restrict the dimension of the hypersurface domain to get a complete 
answer. In fact, W. Bruns has shown the inequality 2 · rank M + 1 >dim R 
for any non-trivial module M over an isolated hypersurface singularity R. 
We would like to thank W. Bruns who allowed us to include this result in 
our paper, see (3.4). However, if dim R=2, then there are not so many 
restrictions for the existence of MCM-modules. For instance, we can 
show that if R=k[x, y, z]/(f), wheref is homogeneous of degree e, then 
there exist orientable MCM-modules of rank 2 with 2t generators for t = 
1, 2, ... , e. For the proof of this result we use a beautiful theorem of 
D. Eisenbud on matrices of linear forms with no generalized zeros. It 
states that "quite general" square matrices of linear forms have a non
vanishing determinant. The precise statement can be found in the theorem 
preceding (3.3). 
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The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of orientable MCM
modules with data (2, 4) over a 2-dimensional hypersurface domain R 
whose associated graded ring gr,,.(R) is factorial. We show that if R has 
multiplicity 2, then there exists up to isomorphism just one, while if the 
multiplicity is 3, exactly two such modules, see (3.5) and (3.6). For the 
proof of these results we use the Rao-correspondence in its full strength. 

As an amazing corollary of these classifications we are able to show 
that if Risa 2-dimensional hypersurface ring of multiplicity <3, such that 
gr,,.(R) is factorial then R itself is factorial. C. Huneke supplied us with 
an example of a hypersurface domain R of dim 4 for which gr,,.(R) is 
factorial but R is not factorial, so that the above conclusion is not true in 
general, and we also learned from U. Storch that D. Gunther in his 
dissertation "Divisorenklassengruppen und Picardsche Gruppen" Essen 
(1976) has essentially proved the same result with different methods. In 
this dissertation it is also shown that if (R, m) is a noetherian complete 
normal domain such that gr,,.(R) is factorial and depth gr,,.(R)>3, then 
R is factorial as well. 

We would like to thank D. Eisenbud, C. Huneke, M. Miller and B. 
Ulrich for many stimulating discussions during the preparation of this 
paper. In particular, we are grateful to C. Huneke who helped to simplify 
some of our arguments in the proof of (2.1). 

§ 1. Some general observations about maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules 
and Bourbaki-sequences 

Throughout this section we only consider finitely generated modules 
over a local noetherian Gorenstein domain (R, m, k) of dimension d with 
infinite residue class field k. As usual we set rank M=dimQ<R>M®RQ(R) 
for an R-module M, where Q(R) denotes the quotient field of R. For 
most of the stateinents in this section the assumption that R is a domain 
can be weakened. If one drops this condition, one has to redefine rank M 
and has to restrict oneself to modules that actually have a rank. Similarly 
an infinite residue class field is not needed for all the proofs. But in order 
to avoid pedantic technical assumptions all the time we prefer to stick on 
the above frame. 

An R-module Mis called a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module (MCM
module) if depth M =d( =dim R). The R-dual of M will be denoted by 
M*. It is well known that M* is again an MCM-module and that Mis 
reflexive, see for instance [15], Satz 6.1. Moreover, the functor M.-M* 
is exact on the full subcategory of MCM-modules over R. 

The R-modules M and N are called stably isomorphic, if there exist 
free R-modules F and G (of finite rank) such that M(BF-::::.N(BG. We 
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write in this case M:::::: N. 
st 

Since R is local, it is clear that stably isomorphic R-modules of equal 
rank are actually isomorphic. 

We define the free rank of an R-module M (f-rank M) as the rank of 
a maximal free direct summand of M. 

By µ(M) we denote the minimal number of generators of M. If µ(M) 
=n, then there exists an exact sequence 0-+N-+Rn-+M-+0. The module 
N is uniquely determined by M up to isomorphism and is called the first 
syzygy-module (syz1(M)) of M. The i th syzygy-module of Mis defined to 
be syzi(syzj_1(M)). It is convenient to put syzo(M):=M. 

The numbers [MM):= µ(syzlM)) are called the Betti numbers of M. 
We say that M has data (m, n) if m=rank M, and n=µ(M). Let M be 
an MCM-module. We set D(M):=syz 1(M)*. 

The assignment M~D(M) satisfies the following rules: 

(1.1) Lemma. Suppose Mis an MCM-module with data(m, n) and 
f-rank p, then 

(a) D(Mtf;F)::::::D(M), where Fis free 
(b) M ::::::D(D(M))ffiRP 
(c) D(M) has data (n-m, n- p) and f-rank 0. 

Proof (a) Clearly D(Mtf;N)::::::D(M)tf;D(N), and D(F)=0 if Fis 
free. These two observations imply (a). (b) Using (a) we may assume 
that f-rank M =0, and we have to show that M ::::::D(D(M)). Let 

0---+syzi(M)---+Rn---+M---+0 

be a minimal presentation of M, then 

(*) 

is exact. 
Since f-rank M =0, the presentation(*) of D(M) is minimal as well, 

so that M* = syzi(D(M)) and therefore M:::::: M** = syz 1(D(M))* = 
D(D(M)). (c) It follows from (*) that D(M) has data (n-m, n) if f-rank 
M =0. Using (a) the formula follows in general. Finally, f-rank D(M) 
=0 follows from the next lemma. 

(1.2) Lemma. If Mis an MCM-module then f-rank (syzi(M))=0 
for all i> 1. 

Proof It is enough to consider i = I. Choose a minimal presenta
tion 0-+N-+F-+M-+0 of M, then syzi(M)=NCmF. Therefore <p(N)C 
m for all <p e F*, and this together with the dual exact sequence 
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0~M*~F*~N*~0 

gives <p(N)<;;_m for all cp e N*, and consequently f-rank N =0. D 

(1.3) Corollary. Suppose R has multiplicity e> I, and that Mis an 
MGM-module with data (m, n) and f-rank p, then 

e-m-p <n<e-m. 
e-1 - -

Proof As R is assumed to have infinite residue class field there exists 
a system of parameters ~ for M such that the multiplicity of M is e(M) 
=length (MhM). The associative law for multiplicities yields e(M)= 
e · rank M = e · m, and therefore 

n=µ(M)=length (M/mM)<length (MhM)=e-m. 

The lower bound can be deduced if we apply this upper estimate to 
D(M) and use (1.1), (c). D 

If an MCM-module M =;t=O assumes the upper bound for the number 
of generators, i.e. µ(M) = e(R) · rank M, then we call M an Ulrich-module. 

In his paper [21] Ulrich asks whether all local CM-rings admit such 
a module and remarks that rings of minimal multiplicity certainly do. 
Moreover, Ulrich informed the authors in a letter that he and Brennan 
have shown the existence of Ulrich-modules of rank e over any two
dimensional hypersurface ring of the form k[X, Y, Z]/(f), where degree 
f =e. In the last section of this paper we prove the existence of rank 2 
Ulrich-modules over such a hypersurface ring. More results on Ulrich
modules can be found in a joint paper [6] by the first-named author of 
this paper together with Brennan and Ulrich. 

As a consequence of the above considerations we now deduce a 
simple existence statement for Ulrich-modules. 

(1.4) Corollary. Suppose R has multiplicity 2 (in which case R is an 
abstract hypersurface ring), then any non-free MGM-module M can be 
decomposed M:::: U EBF, where U is an Ulrich-module and Fis free. 

In particular, any such ring admits an Ulrich-module. 

Proof Write M:::: UEE)RP, where p=f-rank M. Then f-rank U=0, 
and (1.3) yields µ(U)=2-rank U. 

Since R is not regular this ring admits a nontrivial MCM-module U 
with f-rank U =0. This module is then an Ulrich-module. D 

Maximal MCM-modules over hypersurface rings are much better 
understood than MCM-modules over arbitrary Gorenstein domains. A 
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basic reference on this subject is the paper [10] by D. Eisenbud. 
We list a few elementary properties that will be used in the sequel. 

(1.5) Lemma. Let R be a hypersurface ring and M be an MCM
module over R, then µ(M) = µ(M*). 

Proof By assumption R=A/(f), where A is a regular local ring. 
If n=µ(M), then M admits a minimal free A-resolution 0-.An-.An-.M 
-.0. Dualizing this resolution shows that n=µ(Ext 1 (M, A)). 

On the other hand, the exact sequence 0-.ALA-.R-.O yields the 

exact sequence 0-.HomA(M, R)-.Ext~(M, A).! .... But/ annihilates M, 
so M*=HomR(M, R)=Hom..4.(M, R)-::::::. Ext~(M, A), whence µ(M)=n= 
µ(M*). D 

(1.6) Corollary. Let M be an MCM-module over an hypersurface 
ring, then 

(a) f-rankM=f3o(M)-/3i(M) 
(b) f3t(M)=f3i(M)for i> I. 

Proof (a) By (1.5) and (1.1) we have 

f31(M) = µ(syz1(M)) = µ(syzi(M)*) = µ(D(M)) = µ(M)-f-rank M 

=f3oCM)-f-rank M. 

(b) follows from (a) and (1.2). D 

(1.7) Lemma (D. Eisenbud [10]). Let M be an MCM-module over 
an abstract hypersurface ring R. Put p=f-rank M, and write: M-::::::. U8:)RP, 
then syz 2 (M)-::::::.U. In particular, if p=O, then syz 2 (M)-::::::.M and M has 
periodic resolution of period 2 .. 

Proof Since syzlM)-::::::.syzlU) we may assume that f-rank M=O, 
hence f31(M) = f3o(M) by (1.6). From a minimal A-resolution 

a 
O~An~An~M~O 

we obtain the exact sequence 

/3 a 
0~Torf(M, R)~Rn~Rn~M~O. 

Since f3i(M) = f3o(M) =n we have µ(Im a) =n, and we deduce Irn f3~mRn; 
f 

therefore Torf(M, R)-::::::.syziM). On the other hand, 0-.A-.A-.R-.O 

yields the exact sequence 0-. Torf(M, R)-.M LM, and/· M =0 implies 
Torf(M, R)-::::::.M. D 
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One of our main tools for constructing MCM-modules will be the 
notion of Bourbaki-sequences which establishes a connection between 
modules and ideals. 

Recall from [4], ch. VII, § 4, No. 9, Theorem 6 the following result: 

Theorem. If R is a noetherian integrally closed domain and M is a 
finitely generated torsion-free R-module, there exists a free submodule Fi:;;.M 
such that Mf Fis (as R-module) isomorphic to an ideal of R. 

In this paper, we will call an exact sequence of R-modules 

0-->- F-->- M-->- l -->-0 

a Bourbaki-sequence if Fis free, Mis an MCM-module and l is a codim 2 
CM-ideal, or l =R (notice that codim l <2 if 1=/=R, since Mis an MCM
module). Here we use the convention that an ideal l is called a CM-ideal 
if Rf l is a CM-ring. The number r(J): = dimkExtt(k, Rf l) where t = dim R 
-codim l, is called the (Cohen-Macaulay)-type of I. For the existence 
of Bourbaki-sequences the following notion is of importance: 

Suppose R is normal with divisor class group Cl(R). If J is a 
reflexive ideal in R we denote by [J] the corresponding class in Cl(R). If 
Mis an R-module of rank m, then det M:=[(AmM)**] is called the 
determinant of M. Mis called orientable if det M =0. Notice the follow
ing simple facts that will be used in the sequel: 

( i) det is additive on exact sequence, i.e. if 

is exact, then 

det M 2 = det M 1 + det M 3 

(ii) If Mis a module of rank 1, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(a) Mis orientable 
(b) M is isomorphic to an ideal of codim > 2, or M:::::: R. 

(1.8) Proposition. (a) Given a codim 2 CM-ideal l, then there ex
ists a Bourbaki-sequence 0-+F-+M-+l-+0 for I. Moreover, if R is normal, 
any such M is orientable. 

(b) Suppose R is normal. If Mis an orientable MCM-module, then 
there exists a Bourbaki-sequence 0-+ F-+ M-+ 1-+0. 

Proof (a) Let .;=.;1, ···,.;,be a system ofgenerators of Extk(l, R), 
and let 0-+ R'-+ M-+ 1-+0 be the extension of l by R' corresponding to 
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~ e Extk(/, Rr). We claim that Mis an MCM-module. In fact, dualizing 
the above extension we obtain an exact sequence 

/j 

M*------+(R')*------+Ext1(I, R)------+Ext1 (M, R)------+0 

and isomorphisms 

for i>2. 

By the choice of the extension the map o is surjective, and therefore 
Ext 1(M, R)=0. Since I is a CM-ideal of codim 2 we have ExtV, R)=0 
for i>2. It follows that Exti(M, R)=0 for i> 1. This implies that M 
is an MCM-module. 

If R is normal, then the Bourbaki-sequence yields det M=[l]=0, so 
that Mis orientable. 

(b) According to the theorem of Bourbaki there exists an exact 
sequence 0-.F-.M-.I-.O, where I is an ideal of R. Assuming that I =i=R 
and M is orientable we have [/] =<let M =0. Hence we may assume 
that codim I>2. On the other hand since Exti+ 1(R/I, R)-::::.Exti(J, R)-::::. 
Exti(M, R)=0 for i>2, it follows that codim I<2. Moreover, I is a 
CM-ideal since, as we have seen, Exti(R/1, R)=0 for i=i=2. D 

We now give a complement to (1.8), (a). 

(1.9) Proposition. Given a codim 2 CM-ideal I of typer, there exists 
a Bourbaki-sequence 

(*) 

Any other Bourbaki-sequence for I is isomorphic to some trivial extension 
of(*): 

0------+ R'EBG~ M EBG------+ l------+0. 

In particular, the Bourbaki-sequence (*) and the module M are up to iso
morphism uniquely determined by I. 

We call(*) the natural Bourbaki-sequence for I and denote M by M(/). 

Proof Ext1(1, R)-::::.Ext2(R/I, R)-::::.wR!n the canonical module of R/1. 
Therefore r =µ(Ext1(1, R)), and if e=e 1, ···,er is a minimal system of 
generators for Ext1(/, R), then the extension associated with e yields the 
Bourbaki-sequence (*). The remaining assertion follows from the fact 
that if 

0------+ F'------+ M '------+ I ------+0 and 0------+ F''------+ M ''------+ I ------+0 
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are any two Bourbaki-sequences for /, and if rank F' =rank F", then 
there exists a commutative diagram 

0--+F' --+M' --+l--+0 

1 1 II 
0--+F''--+ M''--+ 1--+0 

where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. This follows easily from the 
general properties of extensions ([5], § 7, No. 5, The6reme 1). D 

The proposition shows that any codim 2 CM-ideal / of typer deter
mines via a Bourbaki-sequence -up to stable isomorphism- a unique 
MCM-module M(I) of rank r + 1. 

In Section 2, we will study the converse question: Given a MCM
module M, characterize all ideals / that can be inserted into a Bourbaki
sequence 0---+F---+M---+l---+0. We conclude this section by discussing how 
the data of Min the Bourbaki-sequence 0---+F---+M---+l---+0 are determined 
by invariants of/. Obviously we have rank M =rank F + l, and µ(M)< 
rank F + µ(/). Equality holds if and only if F®k---+M®k is injective. 
In this case the Bourbaki-sequence is said to be tight. Notice, that if the 
natural Bourbaki-sequence for / is tight, then M(J) has data (r(I)+ 1, 
r(J) + µ(/)). In the case of hypersurface rings tightness is easy to control. 

(1.10) Lemma. Suppose R is a hypersurface ring and I is codim 2 
CM-ideal of R. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) The natural Bourbaki-sequence for I is tight 
(b) Any Bourbaki-sequence for I is tight 
(c) (3z(l)=(3i(/) 
(d) f-rank syzi(/)=0. 

Proof In view of (1.9), (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
(b)R(c): Let 0---+F---+M---+l---+0 be a Bourbaki-sequence for /. We 

obtain the exact sequence 

and the isomorphism 

Torz(k, M)::::: Torz(k, /). 

It follows that the above Bourbaki-sequence is tight if and only if (3i(M) 
=(3i{/). However, by (1.6), (b) we have (31(M)=(3z(M), and since (3z(M) 
= (3z(l), the assertion follows. 

(c)R(d) follows from (1.6), (a) since syzi(/) is an MCM-module. D 
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For a hypersurface ring the module M(I) attached to a codim 2 
CM-ideal I can be interpreted in the following way: 

(1.11) Lemma. Suppose Risa hypersurface ring and I is a codim 2 
CM-ideal, then M(I)~syzz(I)(f)RP, where p=r(I)-f3i(I)+ f3o(I). 

Proof If 0-.Rr-+M(l)-+l-+0 is a natural Bourbaki-sequence for 
I it follows that syz.(M(J)) ~ syzz(J). 

By (1.7) we have syzz(M(I))(f)RP ~ M(I), where p = f-rank M(I). 
Using (1.6), (a) and the long exact sequence 

0-----+ Tori(k, M(I))-----+ Tor 1(k, 1)-,-Rr®k-----+ M(I)®k-----+I®k-----+0 

we find that 

f-rank M(I) = (3oCM)- [31(M) = r(I)- /3i(I) + f3o(I). D 

§ 2. Bourbaki-sequences and linkage 

Recall from [18] that two ideals I, J of R are said to be (directly) 
linked with respect to a regular sequence J:=X 1, • • ·, Xg in In J (notation: 
1-J) if (J:): l=J and fa): J=l. If I is a CM-ideal of codimension g, 

(,11) 

J:=X 1, • • ·, Xg is a regular sequence in I and we let J =fa): I, then J is a 
CM-ideal of codimension g as well and I =(J:): J, i.e. I and J are linked. 

I and J are said to be evenly linked, or J is said to belong to the even 
linkage class of I, abbreviated as I - J, if there exists a sequence of ideals 

e 

I =1 0, 11, • • ·, ln=J such that n is even and Ii-lt+i directly for i =0, · · ·, 
n-1. 

The next result resembles the main theorem of [19]. 

(2.1) Theorem. Let R, as before, be a local Gorenstein domain with 
infinite residue class field k. Let 0-.F'-.M'-+l'-+0 and 0-.F"-.M"-+ 
I"-.0 be any two Bourbaki-sequence (i.e., F', F" are free, M', M" are 
MCM-modules, and I', I" are CM-ideals of codimension 2). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

(i) M' and M" are stably isomorphic 
(ii) I' and I" are evenly linked. 

The proof will reveal that, if the equivalent conditions of the theorem 
hold, I' and I" can be linked in at most 4-max{rk F', rkF"} double-steps. 
In case the given Bourbaki-sequences are tight this estimate may be im
proved to 2-max{rkF', rkF"}. 

The proof of (ii)=}(i), although being fairly easy, will be postponed 
until some notations have been fixed for the proof of (i)=}(ii). 
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Recall the following construction from [18], Proposition 2.6: Let/ 
be a CM-ideal of height 2 and ~=(x 1, x2) be a regular sequence in I. 
Assume 0---+M2---+Mc-+l---+0 is an exact sequence, where M1 (and hence M2 

also) are MCM-modules. Lift the natural embedding (~)=----+Ito a com
mutative diagram 

(*) 

where the lower-side row is the Koszul-complex (K.(~; R), a) on the se
quence~- Then the linked ideal J=fa): I appears as the cokernel of the 
mapping cone associated to the dual of (*): 

(t* a*) 
0 * ' 1 * *( R) P J 0 ---+M1 ~M2 EBK1 ~; ---+ ---+ , 

where pis induced by(~~!): M[EBKtfa; R)---+Kffa; R)c:=.R. 

Consequently, if a codim 2 CM-ideal I is inserted into a Bourbaki
sequence 0---+ F---+ M---+ l ---+0 and J =fa): I, where ~ = x1, x 2 is a regular 
sequence in I, then syz1(J) is stably isomorphic to M*. The following 
statements are trivial: 

(i) If (A, m, k) is a noetherian local ring (with infinite residue class 
field k) and we are given a non-zero-divisor x e m and an arbitrary element 
y e m, there exists a finite set X ck such that, for all units e of R such that 
e+m $ X, the element x+s· y is a non-zero-divisor of R. 

(ii) Similarly, if M is a finitely generated A-module, x e M\mM, 
and y e Mis arbitrary, there exists a finite set X ck (in fact, i X < 1), such 
that for all units e of R with e+m $ X we have x+e· y $ mM. 
The quintessential tool in our proof of (2.1) will be 

(2.2) Lemma. Suppose 

is a Bourbaki-sequence, and choose a basis {e1, • • ·, e,} for F. Take 2 
elements J;, fz e M, xt:=rr(ft) (i=l, 2), such that ~=Xi, x 2 is a regular 
sequence in I. Pick any t e {1, · · ·, r}. Then there exists a finite subset 
X of k such that for all units e of R with residue class e+m $ X the sub
module L: = (e 1, • • ·, ei-i, ei+e ·J;, et+i, · · ·, e,) of M is free of rank r, 
and there exists a Bourbaki-sequence 
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where J is evenly linked to I in one double-step I - K -J. In case the 
(,!;) (y) 

Bourbaki-sequence(*) was tight, i.e. mMn F =mF, Xmay be arranged such 
that (!) is tight as well for all e + m $ X. 

Proof Choose a homomorphism a from the Koszul-complex 

to the Bourbaki-sequence(*) which lifts the natural embedding fa)~!, 
such that ai(ui)=J;, (i=l, 2), where {u1, u2} is a basis for Ki(~; R) with 
ai(ui)=xi. According to Peskine-Szpiro, the linked ideal K=fa): I has a 
presentation 

where pis being induced by ( ~!: ): F*(f)Kffa; R)-K[fa; R)-:::..R. We 

have az(u1 /\u 2)=x 2u1 -x 1u2 ; moreover, there exist (uniquely determined) 
A1, ···,Ar ER with xd 1 -xif 2 = L,.i-i Aiei. Hence p(e;)=Ai (i= I, · · ·, r), 
p(uf)=-x 2, p(uf)=Xi- We know that there exists a finite subset Xck 
such that for all units e of R with e + m $ X the sequence Xi, e · Ai+ x2 is 
regular. In case(*) was tight we know that {e1, • • ·, er} makes up part of 
a minimal system of generators for M, and we may further assume that 
{e1, • • ·, ei_1, ei+e·J;,, et+i, ···,er} is part ofa minimal system of gener
ators as well, for e+m $ X. Now take any unite e R with e+m $ X, and 
put Ji:=x 1, y2 :=e·Ai+x 2, to the effect that J=Yi, y2 is a regular sequence 
on R, contained in K. Let { v1, v2} be a free basis on which the Koszul
complex 

is being built, ai(vi)=Yi (i=I, 2), and consider a morphism f3 of com
parison 

where f3i( v1) = uf and {3i( v2) = e · ef- uf. 
We use Peskine-Szpiro's argument again to deduce an exact sequence 
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((t**) ~*) 
O~F**EBKt*(x-; R) at* , 1 M**EBKt(r; R)~J~O, 

where J=(r): K. Upon identification of the double duals F**-::::::.F, 
Kt*(x-; R)-::::::.Ki(::s_; R), M**-::::::.M, this sequences translates into 

where <p is induced by ( (~;: ), (3t' ), 

i.e. <p(ei) =ei+e · vt, cp(ei)=ei (i ~t), cp(u1) = J;-vt, 

<p(U2) = h + V[ · 

In particular, the last 2 of these equations show that the composition 

is surjective. As for its kernel, obviously 

and 

Apply the snake-lemma to the diagram with exact rows and columns 

0 0 0 

l l l 
L M J 

l 9 l l 
O~FEBKi(::s_; R)~MEBKt(y; R) ~ J ~ 0 

19 id lPz l 
0 ~ Kf(y; R)---Kf(y; R)~ 0 ~ 0 

[ l l 
0 0 0 

to find 0->L--+M --+l--+0 exact. Finally, rk F =r, so rk M =r + 1 and 
rk J = I yields rk L=r. As µ(L)<r, L must be free. Since Ic-;;_JKcv_J J, J 
is a CM-ideal of codimension 2. In case the original Bourbaki-sequence 
for I was tight the basis of L can be arranged, as we have seen, to make 
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up part of a minimal system of generators for M, so that the Bourbaki
sequence for J is tight again. D 

We are now in the position to prove the theorem. 

Proof of (2.1), (i)=?(ii). We may, after trivial extension of one of 
the Bourbaki-sequences, if necessary, assume that in fact M' =M" =: M, 
i.e. we are given Bourbaki-sequences 

~ ~ 
0-----+ F'-----+ M-----+ I' -----+0 and 0-----+ F"-----+ M-----+ I" -----+0. 

Let r: = rkF' = rkF". We first claim that there exists an ideal l in the 
even linkage class of I' that allows a tight Bourbaki-sequence 

0-----+ F-----+ M-----+ l -----+0 

Proof of this claim: Put t: = 1 + rk,,(F' + mM/mM), so that 1 < t< 
r+l. Induct on t and assume t>l, F'=E8[= 1 Re~, and {e~, · · ·, e:_1} is 
part of a minimal system of generators for M. By Nakayama it is possible 
to choose J; e M\(mM + F'). Let x1 : = 11:'(J;) and choose}; e M such that 
a;=x 1, x 2 is a regular sequence in R, where x2 =11:'(f;). According to (2.2) 
there exists l evenly linked to I' having a Bourbaki-sequence o-L-M
l-o, where L = (ei, · · ·, e:_1, e:+e ·J;, ei+i• · · ·, e~), for some suitable 
unit e e R such that ef, · · ·, e:_1, e:, e:+e·fi have linearly independent 
residue classes in M/mM. Replacing I' by l, the claim now follows by 
induction. 

Applying this same procedure to the second Bourbaki-sequence, we 
may assume that both o-F'-M-I'-0 and0-F"-M-1 11-0 are in 
fact tight Bourbaki-sequences. Introduce t:= 1 +sup {rk GI GCF' n F" 
is a free direct summand of both F' and F"} and use decreasing induction 
on t. If t>r=rkF'=rkF", then F'=F", therefore I'~I" as R
modules. But it is well known that isomorphic ideals of grade > 2 are 
necessarily equal. 

So assume the theorem is proved for t and consider t-1. To fix 
some notation, let F' =E8[=1 R·e~, F" =E8f=1 R-e~' and e~=e? for I <i <t. 
Our assumptions imply e: i F, for G: = E8t:i Re~ is a maximal common 
direct summand of both F' and F", and in case ei e F" we could, via 
e: i G+mF'=?ei i G+mM (by tightness)=?ei i G+mF", deduce that 
GEBR·ei would be a free direct summand of rank t of both F' and F", 
contradicting the definition oft. 

So e: i F", and likewise e:' i F'. Letf~==ei',J?:=e:. Because of 
codim I', I"= 2, f~ i Ker 11:', f~' i Ker 11:11, and R being a CM-domain, 
there exist/~,/~' e Min such a way that, with ~:=11:'(JD and ~':=71:''(f?) 
(i = 1, 2), a;' =Xi, x~ and a;" =Xi',~, are regular sequences on R (in I' and 
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I", respectively). Now use (2.2) to find finite subsets X', X" of k so that 
for all units e', e" of R withe' +m $ X', e" +m $ X", and 

L I < I I '+ I " I '> CM = e1, .. ·, et-1, et e •et' et+1• .. ·, er -
LIi < I "+ II I ,.// --'')CM = ei, • • ·, et-1' et S •et,, et+1, ••·,er _ , 

there are tight Bourbaki-sequences o-L'-M-J'-O and o-L"-M
J"-O where J' and J" are, in one double-step, linked to J' and I", 
respectively. In particular, it is possible to find a unit e of R such that 
e+m $ X' and e- 1 +m $ X". Upon this choice of e, and e':=e, e":=e- 1, 

the parameter of induction for L' and L" exceeds t, hence, by the induc
tion hypothesis, J' and J", hence I' and I" as well, belong to the same 
even linkage class. 

This finishes the proof of (2.1) (i)9(ii). 

Proof of (2.1) (ii)9(i). Since "stably isomorphic" defines an equi
valence relation, we may assume I' - K - I" for some ideal K and regular 

(;//) (71) 

sequences .x, £· As was remarked before (2.2), the given Bourbaki
sequences o-F'-M'-I'-0 and o-F"-M"-1 11 -0 yield free 
presentations of K: 

O~M'*~F'*ffiKt(.x; R)~K~O and 

~M"*~F"*ffiK/(J!; R)--).K~O. 

Apply Shanuel's lemma to conclude 

M '*ffiF"*ffiKt(;E; R) '.:::'. M"*ffiF'*ffiKf (J;; R), 

i.e. M'* and M"* are stably isomorphic, whence M'**'.:::'.M' and M"**'.:::'. 
M" are stably isomorphic. D 

As an immediate consequence of (2.1) we find 

(2.3) Corollary. Suppose R is a normal Goreristein domain. There 
exists a bijection between even linkage classes of codimension 2 CM-ideals I 
of R and stable isomorphism classes of orientable MCM-modules M over R. 

(2.4) Corollary. Let I' and I" be two CM-ideals of codimerision 2 
in R. Then I' and I" are evenly linked if and only if syzi(I') and syz1(I") 
are stably isomorphic. 

Proof Perform (arbitrary) direct links J' -J' and I" -J". Take 
the natural Bourbaki-sequences o-F'-.M'-.J'-O and o-F"-.M"
J" -o. Then: I' is evenly linked to I" 8J' is evenly linked to J" 8M' 
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is stably isomorphic to M"8M'* is stably isomorphic to M"*8syz 1(/') 

is stably isomorphic to syzi(I"), by the remark following the description of 
the Peskine-Szpiro-construction. D 

{2.5) Corollary. Suppose o-F'-M'-I'-O and o-F"-M"-
111-0 are Bourbaki-sequences. Then I' and I" belong to the same odd 
linkage class if and only if M' and D(M'') are stably isomorphic. 

Proof Perform one (arbitrary) direct link J -I', so that syzi(J)-::::. 
st 

M'*. Then I' and I" are oddly linked if and only if J and I" are evenly 
linked. The result now follows from (2.4). D 

To close this section with, we will consider the (even linkage class of 
the) ideal that corresponds to the direct sum of two orientable MCM
modules. Recall that, for any ideals I' and I", grade I' -I" =grade I' n I" 
= min {grade/', grade J"}. 

(2.6) Remark. Suppose 

1e' 1t" 
O~F'~M'~I'~O and O~F"~M"~I"~O 

are two Bourbaki-sequences. Choose any regular sequence x', x'' such that 
x' e J' and x'' e /". Then there exists a Bourbaki-sequence 

O~F'ffiF"ffiR~M'ffiM"~x''I'+x'I"~O. 

Proof The epimorphism I'Ef)I"-x"I' +x'I" has kernel R-(-x', x") 

(y', y'')~x''y' +x'y" 

The given Bourbaki-sequences combine to 

(ir' ir'') 
O~F'ffiF"~M'ffiM" ' l'ffi/"~O. 

Choose any e e M'ffiM" such that (i.', i.")(e)=(-x', x"). Then, clearly, 
the sum F'ffiF"+RecM'ffiM" is direct, and 

M'ffiM"/F'ffiF"Ef)Re-::::.l'ffil"/R· (-x', x")-::::.x"I' +x'I". D 

In particular, we find that, had we taken any different regular sequence 
y' e I', y" e I", the ideals x"I' +x'I" and y"I' +y'I" are evenly linked. 

§ 3. Maximal Cohen-Macaulay rings of rank 2 over hypersurface rings 

For the rest of the paper we will assume that R is a hypersurface 
domain; i.e. R=A/f, where A is a regular local ring, and f is a prime 
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element in A. 
From the homological point of view hypersurface rings are the most 

simple among the Gorenstein rings. It is therefore natural to begin the 
study of MCM-modules over this class of rings. As a first step in this 
direction we will try to understand the rank 2 orientable MCM-modules 
over a hypersurface domain. 

Our main result is the following: 

(3.1) Theorem. (a) If Mis an orientable MCM-module of rank 2, 
then M is evenly generated. 

(b) Suppose R=k[x 1, x 2 , x3]/f, where k is an infinite field andf is a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree e. For all numbers t = 1, · · ·, e there 
exists an orientable MCM-module of rank 2 with 2t generators. 

(3.2) Remarks. (a) Since for any rank 2 MCM-module Mone has 
µ(M)-;;,2-e(R)=2e, statement (3.1), (a), (b) shows that all possible numbers 
of generators for M actually occur. On the other hand if dim R>3, there 
need not to exist any rank 2 MCM-module as we shall see later in (3.3) 
and (3.4). 

(b) In the proof of (3.1), (b) we will not use our general assumption 
that f be a prime element; hence f could be reducible as well. 

(c) D. Eisenbud shows in [10] that the existence of an MCM-module 
with data (m, n) over a hypersurface domain A/f is equivalent to a matrix 
factorization/En=B-C with det B=fm, where En is the unit matrix of 
size n, and B and C are square matrices with entries in the maximal ideal 
of A. 

In particular, (3.1), (b) implies that for any t=l,,, ·, e, there exists 
a square matrix B of size 2t with coefficients in the maximal ideal of 
k[x 1, x 2, x3] such that/ 2 =det B. · 

Suppose R=k[x 1, x2, x3]/f is factorial (in which case all MCM
modules over Rare orientable), then (3.1), (a) implies that if / 2 =det B for 
some square matrix B of size > 2 with entries in the maximal ideal of 
k[x 1, x2, x3], then Bis of even size. 

Notice that/ itself can be written as determinant of a square matrix 
of size >2 with coefficients in the maximal ideal of k[x 1, x2, x3] if and 
only if R is not factorial. This has been observed by Andreotti and 
Salmon [1], see also [11]. 

Proof of (3.1), (a): Let M be any orientable MCM-module of rank 2 
and choose a tight Bourbaki-sequence o-R-M-1-0. It follows from 
(l.9) that I is a Gorenstein ideal of codim 2. Let J be the inverse image 
of I in A, so that I =J/f and A/J =::.R/1. It follows that J is a Gorenstein 
ideal of codim 3 in A. 
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According to J. Watanabe [22], or the structure theorem of Buch
sbaum and Eisenbud [8], µ(J) is odd. We claim that f e nJ. Once this 
has been shown we find that µ(M)=µ(I)+I=µ(J)+I is even. 

In order to prove our claim, suppose to the contrary that/ e J\nl, and 

let 0-+F/:.-,.F2-+F 1-+l-+O be a minimal free A-resolution of J. Since J is 
Gorenstein, F3 ::::A and J coincides with the first-order determinantal ideal 
Ii(a), hence f $ nli(a). 

From the above resolution we obtain the following minimal A-resolu
tion of I 

where g is a generator of F1 which is mapped to f by F1-+l. Using the 
Bourbaki-sequence we obtain a commutative diagram 

(*) 

where 0-+F-+F-+M is a minimal free A-resolution of M. c must be split 
injective, as the Bourbaki-sequence is tight. Taking the mapping cone 
and cancelling split morphisms we derive a minimal A-free resolution of I. 

/3 -
o~A~F~F~I~o, 

where F=F/c(A). Comparing with the other resolution of /we find that 
Ii(a)=li(/3), so that/$ nli(/3). On the other hand diagram (*) yields 
f e nM/3), a contradiction. 

Proof of(3.I), (b): Lett be an integer with l<t<e. We claim that 
there exists a Gorenstein ideal J of codim 3 in A= k[x 1, x2, X3] with 2t- I 
generators such that f e nJ. 

Having shown the existence of such an ideal J we let I =l/f Then 
/is a codim 2 Gorenstein ideal in R. Let 0-+R-+M-+l-+0 be the natural 
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Bourbaki-sequence for I. Since µ(I)= µ(J) = 2t -1 is an odd number it 
follows from (a) that this Bourbaki-sequence is tight, whence µ(M) =2t. 

Let P =k[x 1, x2, x 3], then A is the (x1, x 2, x3)-adic completion P of P. 
We actually construct a homogeneous Gorenstein ideal L in P such that 
J = LA has the above properties. 

Given t with l<t::;;;e, we put s=2t-4 and let <p: P,-+k be a non
trivial k-linear map. It is well-known and easy to check that any such 
<p defines a Gorenstein ideal L(<p) whose homogeneous components are 
given by L(<p)i={a e Pi\<p(aP,-i)=0}, and for which the degree of the socle 
of R(<p):=P/L(<p) is s. 

Suppose we can choose <p such that L(<p)i_2 =0, then all generators 
of L(<p) have degree > t - I. Let us compute the number of generators 
of L(<p) in degree t-1: Since the Hilbert-function of R(<p) is symmetric it 
follows that 

dimkL(<p)i-i =dimkPi_ 1-dimkR(<p)i_ 1 =dimkPi_ 1-dimkR(<p),-i+i 

=dimkPt_1-dimkPi_ 3 =et 1)-e 21)=2t-1. 

We claim that L(<p) has no generators in degree higher than t -1, so that 
µ(L(<p))=2t-1. In fact, by the structure theorem ofBuchsbaum-Eisenbud 
[8] R(<p) admits a homogeneous resolution 

0-------')-P ( - 2t + 1 )-----')-F2-----')-F1-------')- P-------')-R(<p )-----')-0 

with an algebra structure, which induces a perfect homogeneous pairing 
F'., XFc-'>-P(-2t+ 1). HenceF 1 =EBiP(-n 1i), F2=ffiiP(-n2i) wheren 1i+ 
n2i=2t-l for all i. Since, clearly n2i2:minjnu+l=t, we conclude that 
n1i<(2t-l)-t=t-l, as asserted. 

Therefore we have seen that if for some <p: P,-+k the ideal L(<p) 
satisfies L(<p)i_2=0, then L(<p) is a Gorenstein ideal with 2t- l generators 
all in degree t - l. If, in addition, we can choose <p such that f e L(<p ), 
then actually f e n.J, since e > t - I. 

As a result of our discussion so far we have to show the following: 
Given an integer e > 2, an integer 1 < t < e, and a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree e. Then, for s=2t-4, there exists a linear map <p: P,-+k such 
that L(<p\_2=0, andf e L(<p). 

By the definition of L(<p) it is clear that L(<p)i_2=0 if and only if the 
induced bilinear form 

{p: Pi-2XPi-2-------')-k 

(a, b)-----')-<p(a -b) 

is non-degenerate. 
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We choose a basis {a1, • • ·, an} of Pi-z, and a basis {b1, • • ·, bm} of P,. 
Let {ht} denote the dual basis in P;, which establishes an isomorphism 
P;-:::::.km, then <p=I:..'f;.1 xiM:· for some Xz Ek. Ifwe write aiai=I:..'t'=iYLhz 
for i, j = l, · · · , n, then 

It follows that the matrix (<p(ai, ai))i,i=l,···,n is a matrix of linear forms in 
the Xz- Replacing the Xz by indeterminates Zz we obtain a matrix a of 
linear forms in the indeterminates Z 1, • • ·, Zm. Let X = V(det a) be the 
set of zeros of detain P;, then {pis non-degenerate if and only if <p $ X. 
The other condition thatfbe an element of L(<p) is equivalent to fP,_,r;;;_ 
Ker<p. The set of all <p e P; with fP._,r;;;.Ker <pis a linear subspace Hof 
P;. 

Hence we have to pick <p e H\X; this is possible if H r:;t. X. To see 
that, in fact, H r:;t. X we shall need the following theorem of D. Eisen bud: 
Let k be a field and let a=(lii) be a square matrix of linear forms liJ E 
k[Z 1, •• ·, Zm]- a is said to have no generalized zeros if no component of 
any non-trivial k-linear combination of the rows (resp. columns) of a has 
a zero. 

Examples. (a) The generic matrix a=(Xii) of indeterminates is a 
matrix of no generalized zeros. 

(b) Let R = ff?Jiz.o Ri be a graded noetherian domain where R0 = k is 
a field. 
Pick some i > I, and choose a k-basis a1, • • ·, an for Ri and a k-basis 
b1, • • ·, bm for R2i. Let aiaJ= I:..'t'=i YlJbi, YlJ Ek, for i,j = I, · · ·, n, and 
let a=(liJ), where liJ=I:..'t'=iYlJZ1• We claim that a is a matrix with no 
generalized zeros. In fact, suppose there exists a non-trivial k-linear 
combination l = I:..f =1 ).iii of the row vectors Ii= Uw · · ·, lin) such that the 
j-th component of /is zero, then I:..f=iAtliJ=O, and therefore I:..f=iAtYlJ=O 
for l = l, · · ·, m. On the other hand, let a= I:..f=1 ).iai, then a*O, and 
since Risa domain, we have a-aJ=f=O as well. Since 

it follows that I:..f=1 AtYlJ cannot be zero for all /, a contradiction. 
We quote 

Theorem (Eisen bud [12]). Suppose a= (liJ)i,J=l,···,n is a matrix of 
linear forms with no generalized zeros. Then det a$0 mod (/1, • • ·, ln_1) 

for any linear forms !1, • • ·, ln-t· 
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To conclude the proof of (3.1), (b) we may apply this theorem to 
our matrix a, which determines the locus X of degeneracy of the bilinear 
form {p associated with <p e P;, since by example (b) a has no generalized 
zeros. The size of our matrix is dimkPi_2, while the codimension of the 
linear subspace His dimkP,_.<size of a, since s-e<(2t-4)-t<t-2. 
Hence if Ii, · · ·, lr define H, then r <size of a, and therefore det a$0 
mod (/1, • • ·, lr). But since k is infinite, this implies Hr;t,.X. D 

The following example shows that in dimension higher than 2 there 
need not exist any nontrivial orientable rank 2 MCM-modules. 

(3.3) Example. Suppose the ring R=R[x 1, x2, Xs, x4]/f, f =xi+x~ 
+x:+x: admits an orientable nontrivial rank 2 MCM-module. Then it 
follows from the proof of (3.1) that there exists a codim 3 ideal J with 
µ(J) = 3 and Xi + x~ + x: + x: e nJ. Hence if J = (a1, a2, as), then f = 
.I:~-i biai with bt e n. Since f is homogeneous of degree 2, the above 
equation implies that f e (/1, !2, ls), where li denotes the component of 
degree 1 of ai. In particular f would have a zero in R4, a contradiction. 

If we modify this example slightly and consider instead 

where J =(x 1, x2, Xs-X 4). Hence by the proof of (3.1) S admits an 
orientable module with data (2. 4). 

These considerations show that the existence of rank 2 MCM-modules 
for hypersurface rings of dimension 3 depend on the particular chosen 
ring. If, however, R is a hypersurface ring with isolated singularity of 
dimension at least 6, then R never admits any non-trivial rank 2 MCM
modules. This follows from a far more general result that was com
municated to the authors by W. Bruns during the conference on com
mutative algebra in May 85 at Oberwolfach. 

(3.4) Theorem (Bruns). Suppose M is a non-trivial MCM-module 
over a hypersurface ring R with isolated singularity, then 

2-rank M+l>dim R. 

Proof For any noetherian domain R and any finitely generated 
non-trivial R-module M it is shown in [7], Corollary 2 that the codimen
sion of the non-free locus of M is bounded by the number rank M + 
rank syziM) + 1. In our situation, M is free on the punctured spectrum 
of R, and syziM)::::: Miff-rank M = 0, as we may assume. The assertion 
follows. D 
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We conclude this section by studying orientable MCM-modules with 
data (2, 4) for 2-dimensional hypersurface domains. It follows from (3.1) 
that such modules are the "smallest" orientable non-trivial MCM-modules. 

(3.5) Corollary. Any 2-dimensional hypersurface domain admits an 
orientable MCM-module with data (2, 4). If, in addition, R has multiplicity 
2 and grm(R) is factorial, then any orientable MCM-module with data (2, 4) 
is isomorphic to M(m). 

Proof Since µ(m)=3 and r(m)=l it follows that M(m) has data 
(2, n), where n=3 or 4. By (3.1), (a) n is even, so n=4. 

Now, we assume that R has multiplicity 2 and that grm(R) is factorial. 
Let M be an orientable MCM-module with data (2, 4), and let o-R-M 
-1-0 be a tight Bourbaki-sequence. We show that M -::=.M(m) by 
proving that m = I. 

In the proof of(3.1) (a) we have seen that l=J/f with/e nJ. In 
particular we have µ(1)=3. Let l=(a 1, a2 , a3) and write f=J:,i=ibtat 
with bi en. By assumption, the initial form/* of /has degree 2. Hence, 
if we set c=c+n 2 for an element c en, we get the equation f* = "E,[=1 b;tii 
in grn(A). 

Suppose l11 , l12 , l13 don't generate the irrelevant maximal ideal of 
grn(A); then f* is a linear combination of at most two linear forms and 
hence can be written as a determinant. This, however, by remark (3.2) 
(c) implies that grm(R) is not factorial, contrary to our assumption. 

Therefore we conclude that n=(a 1, a2, a3)+n2, thus l=n and l=m, by 
Nakayama. 

We will now consider the (2, 4)-case in multiplicity 3. 

(3.6) Proposition. Suppose Risa 2-dimensional hypersurface domain 
of multiplicity 3 such that grm(R) is factorial. Then M(m) and D(M(m)) are 
non-isomorphic orientable MCM-modules with data (2, 4), and any orientable 
MCM-module with data (2, 4) is isomorphic to either M(m) or D(M(m)). 

Proof We have already seen in (3.5) that M(m) has data (2, 4). 
Since f-rank M(m) =0 it follows from (1.1) that D(M(m)) has data (2, 4) as 
well. 

Now let M be any orientable MCM-module with data (2, 4) and 
choose a tight Bourbaki-sequence o-R-M-1-0. As in the proof of 
(3.5), we have/ =l/f, where f e nJ, and J is generated by a regular sequence 
a,, a2 , a3 • In order to show that M is isomorphic to either M(m) or 
D(M(m)) we show that I is in the linkage class of m by proving that there 
is a sequence of links (*) J = J0 -1 1 - • • • - ln = n with the following 
properties: 
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1) Each Ji is generated by a regular sequence ( of length 3). 
2) For all i, the linking regular sequence K with Ji+i = fa): Ji is of 

the form~= f, a, b, where a, bis part of a minimal system of generators 
of Ji as well as of Jj+i· Modulo f this chain of links establishes the 
linkage between I and m. 

The existence of such a sequence of links will follow quite easily 
from the next 

Claim. Let L be generated by the regular sequence c,, c2, c3 and 
assume thatfenL. Writef=I:t,bici,bien, and set K=(f,c 1,c 2): L, 
then 

(a) K is generated by the regular sequence c,, c2, b3 

(b) f E nK 

(c) edim A/K={ed!m A/L- l, if edim_A/(c,, c2)=edim A/L 
ed1m A/L+ I, otherwise. 

Before we prove the claim let us construct the sequence (*). We proceed 
by induction on edim A/J. If edim A/J =0, then J =m, and nothing is to 
be proved. If edim A/J>O, we can find a regular sequence c,, c2, c3 

generating J such that edim A/J =edim A/(c,, c2). We set J, =(f, c,, c2): J. 
By (a) c,, c2 is part of a minimal system of generators of J,, by (b)f E nJ,, 
and by (c) edim A/J, =edim A/J - I. Hence the assertion follows from 
the induction hypothesis applied to J,. 

Proof of the claim. Reducing modulo c1, c2, assertion (a) follows 
immediately, while (b) is a consequence of (a) and the equation f = 
-6~=1 bici. 

We will use the following notations in the proof of ( c): For an ele
ments of a local ring (S, m) we set u(s): =sup {n\s E mn}. We further put 
A =A/(c,, c2), and denote by ii the residue class modulo (c,, c2) of an ele
ment a EA. It is clear that u(a)?:v(a) for any a EA. 

We will show in a moment that u(li3c3)=3, but let us first derive (c) 
from this fact. 

If edim A/(c,, c2)=edim A/L, then u(cs)?:2. Since u(li3)+u(c 3)=3, 
it follows that u(lis)= 1. Hence (a) implies that edim A/K=edim A/(c,, c2) 

-1. This proves the first part of (c). 
If edim A/(c,, c2)=;i=edim A/L, then u(cs)= 1, and edim A/L=edim A/ 

(c" c2)-l. But then v(D3)=2, and therefore edim A/K=edim A/(c,, c2)= 
edim A/L+l. 

To see that, in fact, u(D3c3)=3, observe first that J=li 3c3, so that 
u(D3c3)=v(J)>u(f)=3. Assume u(li3c3)>3, then there exists g e R with 
u(g)?:4 such that 

(i) -b 3c3 +g=r,c 1 +r 2c2 with some ri ER. 
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Using the equation 
(ii) f =b1c1 +b2c2+b 3c3 we get 

f-g=(b1-r1)C1 +(b2-r2)C2 

If r1 is a unit we use (i) and (ii) to obtain 

f -r 11gb1 =(b 2-r 11r2b1)c2+(b 3 -r 11b3b1)c3• 

If r2 is a unit, then 

f -r; 1gb2 =(b 1-r; 1r1b2)c1 +(b 3 -r 21b3b2)c3 
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and therefore ]=bici+b 1c1 for some i, j e {I, 2, 3}, i=/=-j, bi, b1 en and 
!*=]*. 

To get the contradiction to the assumption v(63c3) > 3, we will show 
that /* e nC for some ideal C generated by at most 2 elements. By 
Remark (3.2), (c) this is impossible since grm(R)=grn(A)/(f*) is factorial. 

We will distinguish three cases. Note that min {v(bici), v(b1c1)}< 
v(!)=3. 

Case 1. v(btct)>3, then v(b1c1)>3. If v(bict)>3, then f*=bjcj, 
a contradiction. Similarly, v(b1c1)>3 is impossible. So we may assume 
that v(bict)=v(b 1c1)=3; but then f*=b'tc't+bjcj, again a contradic
tion. 

We now may assume that v(btct)=2. Here two cases are possible. 

Case 2. dimici, c1)+n2/n2 =2, then A/(ci, c1) is regular and therefore 
Ker (grn(A)-+ gr11(A)) =(ct, cj). Since f* is always contained in this 
kernel we get a contradiction. 

Case 3. dimict, c1)+n2/n2=l, then c1 =ect+c, where e is a unit and 
c e n2. Hence we can write ]=(bt+eb 1)ct+b 1c. Since v(b1c)>3 and 
v(!)=3, it follows that v((bt+eb 1)ct)>3, and we are in case I. 

This completes the proof of the claim. 
It remains to prove that M(m),::/::.D(M(m)). Suppose, to the contrary, 

that these two modules are isomorphic and let 0-+R-+D(M(m))-+l-+0 be 
a tight Bourbaki-sequence for D(M(m)). By (2.1), m and / belong to the 
same even linkage class. Again, we write I =J/f with f e nJ and show 
more precisely that there is an even number of linkages 

with the properties (1) and (2) of the linkage sequence (*). 
It then follows from the claim ( c) that I edim A/ Ji+ 1 - edim A/ Ji I= I 

for all i, so that edim A/J is even. On the other hand by (2.5) D(M(m)):::=. 
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M(J 2n_,). Since edim A/J 2n_1 is odd, this is a contradiction. It is clear 
that a sequence oflinks 1=1 0 -1 1 - • • • -1 2n=n satisfies the conditions 1) 
and 2) if and only if the corresponding sequence of links modulo f, the 
sequence 

has the property that for all i = 0, 1, · · ·, 2n- I, the linking regular 
sequence x1, x2 with Ii+i =(x 1, x2): Ii is part of a minimal system of gen
erators of Ii. This sequence is then automatically part of a minimal 
system of generators of Ii+i as well, as can be seen using claim (a). 

Identifying M(ni) and D(M(ni)) and calling this module M, we have 
two tight Bourbaki-sequences. 

Since, by our general assumptions, k is infinite, we can pick an element 
m E M such that 

(i) m@I=;t=O in M@Rk 
(ii) M/Rm is torsionfree, so that we obtain a tight Bourbaki-sequence 

8 -O~Rm~M~I~O 

(iii) ei(m) <$ ni2, e(ci(l)) <$ nil 
ez(m) <$ nil, e(cz(l)) <$ nil 

By the proof of (2.1) there are two double links ni - ni1 - ni 2 and 
- - - - J1 ~ 
I - 11 - 12 with ni2 =1 2 • Considering how ~ and y (resp. 11! and ~) are 
~ ~ -

chosen in the proof of (2.1), we see that under the assumption (iii) we may 
assume that the linking regular sequences are minimal in the corresponding 
ideals. In a similar way I and l are linked, and this finishes the proof of 
0-~- D 

In (3.5) and (3.6) we assumed that grm(R) be factorial. Of course, if 
R is factorial, grm(R) need not to be even normal, let alone factorial. 
However, we don't know in general whether grm(R) factorial implies R 
itself to be factorial if R is a 2-dimensional hypersurface ring. C. Huneke 
gave us an example of a hypersurface ring of dim>2 for which this fails. 

(3.7) Corollary. Let R be a 2-dimensional hypersurface ring of 
multiplicity < 3 whose associated graded ring grm(R) is factorial, then R is 
factorial. 
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Proof Assume that R is not factorial and that I is a non-trivial 
divisorial ideal. Since R is 2-dimensional, I is an MCM-module over R, 
and we have µ(J)<rank I-e(R)=e(R). If e(R)=2, then µ(1)=2 and J is 
an Ulrich-module. It is shown in [6] that if Mis an Ulrich-module, then 
grm(M) is again an MCM-module (of the same rank). Hence grm(/) 
defines a non-trivial element in the divisor class group of grm(R), a con
tradiction. If e(R)=3, then µ(/)=2 or µ(1)=3. If µ(1)=3, then /is an 
Ulrich-module, and we get a contradiction. Ifµ(/)= 2, then we have an 
exact sequence 

0---+J- 1---+R 2---+l---+0, and µ(J- 1)=2. 

It follows that /ffiJ- 1 is an orientable MCM-module with data (2, 4). We 
conclude from the above exact sequence that D(/ffiJ- 1) = (/ffiJ- 1)*c:::. 
/ffiJ- 1• This contradicts (3.6). 

We remark that if any 2-dimensional normal local ring R would 
admit a rank 1 Ulrich-module, then grm(R) factorial would imply R 
factorial for this class of rings. 
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